HKU FinTech Day - CBDC Mini-Talks Session

“CBDC - Tech Technology, Privacy, Security and Tracking Illegal Activities”

The HKU-SCF FinTech Academy will have a CBDC mini-talks session on the topic of “CBDC - Tech Technology, Privacy, Security and Tracking Illegal Activities” on HKU FinTech Day! We are delighted to have **Professor Siu-Ming YIU, Dr Allen AU, Dr Chenxiong QIAN, Dr John YUEN, and Dr Qi LIU** as our mini-talks speakers.

**Title:** CBDC - Tech Technology, Privacy, Security and Tracking Illegal Activities

**Date:** 2 November 2022 (Wednesday)

**Time:** 3:30pm – 4:30pm (GMT+8, HK Time)

**Venue:** Academic Conference Room, 11/F, Cheng Yu Tung Tower, Centennial Campus, The University of Hong Kong (MTR HKU Station Exit C1)

**Mini-talks:**

- Opening Remarks
- Mini-talks 1: Technical Architecture(s) for CBDC (Issues on Security and Privacy)
  
  *By Dr Allen AU*

- Mini-talks 2: Gap between Specifications and Implementation: Ethereum as an Example
  
  *By Dr Chenxiong QIAN*

- Mini-talks 3: Possible Solutions for the Security and Privacy Issues of CBDC
  
  *By Dr John YUEN*

- Mini-talks 4: AI and Tracing of Anonymous, but Suspicious Transactions in Digital Currency
  
  *By Dr Qi LIU*

- Conclusion
  
  *By Professor Siu Ming YIU*

**REGISTER NOW**